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Abstract

To propose an algorithm based on semantic description to compose multiple composite services dynamically and give it to the user and allow the user to select an optimized composition based on his comfort. In today’s world, web services are highly essential as they required for accomplishing tasks in a matter of second. Web services offer features such as e-Booking, e-Shopping, e-Banking that helps users to acquire everything from where they are. Currently the web developers use semantic based descriptions of web services to select and compose them and offer a single composition plan to the users. In certain cases providing a single plan to the users may not allow them to explore other good options that are available. Hence, giving multiple options to the user’s request would help them select a plan according to their desire and comfort.
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Introduction

In a large market place, many services are available, so selecting the services based on performance and efficiency is a hard task. So QoS used to select the service and used for service composition. The tradition approach in such marketplace use predefined business process. This restricts other schemes and services. The method of using predefined business process limit optimization of service composition and the user or the system only gets limited optimal solutions or cannot get globally correct or acceptable solutions. However by combining path planning with QoS service composition can overcome this problem of flexibility and it drastically increase the search space, as these Service composition used in the Big Data environment, the search space is hauntingly large and efficiency of such methods create serious issues. To cut such a large search space social network based user centric dynamic composition with combined path planning used and return the composition to users and give them option of selecting the service which is efficient, in terms of cost, time and performance.

This paper provides optimized solutions from QoS, social networks and provides the user with option of selecting desired services based on the needs, efficiency and performance by seeing real-time data.

Related Work

This part gives a small literature survey on user centric social network analytic, QoS based service composition and combined path planning.

User centric social network analysis

The study about social networks brings the concept of strength between the relationships, the strength is generally strong or weak. In the strong relationship important messages transferred and only between certain individuals. General or not so important messages exchanged between the weak relationships [13]. In a business to business (B2B) model, a good long-term cooperating relationship increases authority. The reason behind using social network is to calculate QoS based on information transferred between two strong relationships and for authority.

Qos based service composition

This is to select the suitable and perfect service using the predefined business model and associate with the suitable Qos. By using ACAGA, WSC algorithm which is a combination Ant and Genetic algorithm the QoS values gets calculated. The reason behind using this algorithm is to overcome the shortcomings of Ant and Genetic algorithm. The data generated from this algorithm combined with the user centric data from social network to get optimized and suitable service for the user.

QoS service selection with complex structures: This is to provide the user to select the suitable service based on queries. Here a proper planned method developed to find the Qos for the service with complex patterns. By taking into account of the probability and conditions of each complex structure, four types of composition patterns for composite services introduced. These are sequential, parallel, loop, and conditional patterns [14]. These patterns selected based on the results from QoS calculation.

Path planning

Path planning is a method to form service path that provides an analysis existing planning approach [3] [10]. The path planning proposes Xplan to build automatically the service progress or venture and provides re-planning [15] of web services.

Problem Modeling

In this section, the problem is modeled as online shopping website. It is consists of two parts shopping and shipping. In shopping the website consists of number of items and has to select as per the user needs. Consider a shopping site to purchase a book and after purchase select the way to ship the book. Suppose the shipping destination is Chennai and the product is in Bangalore. The user enters the query to search for the possible way between Chennai to Bangalore. The systems show four routes which is system predefined routes. The user needs to select any one route to begin the shipping. These four routes are generated based on various service composition algorithm such as Genetic or Ant Algorithm. The results generated by the system doesn’t mean that the best solution or shortest distance as per the problem. Because there might be several other routes by which the shipping can be made quickly and easily. So the system need to provide all the possible routes so that user can select the best one (Figure 1).
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Solution

Consider there are four services; the user has to select any service for the purchase. The best service is provided by QoS calculating based on results by ACAGA_WSC algorithm and combining path planning with user centric Social Network Analysis. Also provide user with four types of composition patterns to select Complex composite service and similar process is done for shipping also.

Implementation

Based on this model is basically consists of five primary stages. The system architecture gives the outline of this model. The algorithm ACAGA_WSC algorithm, path planning, and social network analysis to calculate QoS all comes within this five states.

Query analysis

A user enters a word into to search engine to find want the user wants in the web, the search queries are of different forms such as normal text or hypertext such as each words are separated by "and", "or" and "." to exclude. If a user is searching for certain information on different social networks that includes several area or facts and intended to describe every one of them by a disjunction. For example Android OR Smartphone OR Big Screen the user gets three types of results and to get results from Pattern selection it is compared with results generated from QoS.

RFs implementation

In the request for service phase, the needs of the user such as functional and non-functional specification of the consumer’s needs to be fulfilled. The non-functional specification include involvement of human agent who acts as broker in providing the service, must has good reputation and has to provide good quality of service. The functional or technical specification include platforms such as hardware or software and has to adhere strictly to the standard policies. If the consumer is satisfied with the certain service the consumer can request for service (RFS). The RFS is done in machine readable form by semantic web technologies. Suppose the requested service does not satisfy the user needs, the user always has the option of change of request by increasing or decreasing the Functional or Non-functional Requirements and the user can restart the discovery phase a RFS.

Service composition

The discovered service is taken the selected service is carried by technical and non-functional attributes and also by the budget, security and attitude of the consumer. The various service composition algorithm searches for best service. The service composition as discussed already by QoS calculation by combining path planning and results from social networks.

Pattern selection: In this section the calculation of QoS for composite services with complex structures are processed, taking into consideration of the probability and conditions of each execution path. There are various patterns, each pattern is given with QoS results and this generates a composition plan that meets the requirements. After getting the results from Pattern selection it is compared with results generated from QoS.

Composition environment: By having the results of above modules composition environment was created where the results of selected services are collected then composed so the ultimate user requested composed result was provided by this environment.

Experiment

This section explains how this paper is executed in the small environment. Consider a shopping website, the consumer specifies requirements, the website has to deliver services based on the requirements. The shopping website service provider, cooperation network is created based on the history of cooperation of the service providers.

A social network consists of real persons and relation between them, as said earlier it might be strong or weak. These real people are called as Actor. These actors can be single, group or a part of organization. The actors of common history or strong relationship or part of a particular organization are becomes part of a Cooperation network. The relationship between the actors in common cooperation is strong and produces positive results. These results are used to calculate QoS.

The concept of partner circle is used, suppose an actor searches for a particular service, the partner circle algorithm searches for actors who belongs to any cooperation network, if the actor belongs to any particular organization are becomes part of a Cooperation network. The shopping website service provider, cooperation network is created based on the history of cooperation of the service providers.

The concept of partner circle is used, suppose an actor searches for a particular service, the partner circle algorithm searches for actors who belongs to any cooperation network, if the actor belongs to any cooperation network, the history of cooperation network members taken into account for providing service for similar specification. If not the system also searches for services with similar specification outside Partner Circle [1]. Also ACAGA_WS algorithm with the results from above is used to calculate QoS and services are provided. The actor has the option of selecting listed service or can reset it for new service. If the actor is not satisfied from QoS, the user can request for service via QoS. The user can restart the discovery phase a RFS. The actor has the option of selecting listed service or can reset it for new service. If the actor is not satisfied from QoS, the user can request for service via QoS. If the actor is not satisfied from QoS, the user can request for service via QoS. If the actor is not satisfied from QoS, the user can request for service via QoS. If the actor is not satisfied from QoS, the user can request for service via QoS. If the actor is not satisfied from QoS, the user can request for service via QoS.
The basic patterns are as follows (Figure 2) [8]:

This is condition pattern selection where Price as a Service is selected under conditional pattern. The minimum and maximum prize is set; the service within this price range comes from this (Figure 3).

In Loop Pattern selection, all the services will be present, the actor needs to select a service first, and based on the services selection other services will be appearing. Consider if the actor first selects any Author (Service) the results will appear based on the author selected and next the actor need to select Book Title (Service) based on that results will appear and so on (Figure 4).

In Parallel Pattern selection, the actor can search between the services. Actor searches for author as a service with Title as service. If it matches the results are shown other not (Figure 5).

Here all the services available are provided; the user needs to select it based on the specification.

These results from the pattern selections are compared with the QoS results and right service are selected.

**Future Enhancement**

This work can be enhanced with the dynamic QoS of a web service composition can be calculated based on the assumption that each task has a dynamic QoS. The dynamic QoS of each task is more likely to be a probability distribution in reality. For future research, it is to study dynamic QoS calculation method for a composite service with component dynamic QoS modeled as general QoS probability distributions. It would be even challenging to estimate the probability distributions for services with short life cycle or less frequent use.

**Conclusion**

A systematic QoS analysis approach for dynamic composition is able to provide comprehensive QoS information for a composite service even with the existence of complex composition structures such as unstructured conditional patterns. The QoS information generated by the proposed QoS analysis approach includes not only the QoS of the web service composition but also the QoS and probability of the execution paths with the help of logistic services.
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